


BIOGRAPHY
This is Retaliation!

With passion and ambition as main ingredients, this Dutch Hardstyle duo is a true force to be reck-
oned with. Sander Schneider and Robin Fischer combined their strengths 6 years ago and worked 
excessively to get that quality bar as high as possible. Their releases contain powerful atmospheric 
masterpieces that lift your spirits up as well as providing you with ultimate bass faces!

With already a nice amount of major bookings during their professional career at events like Loud-
ness, Fatality, Megabase Outdoor, Ground Zero Festival, True Survivorz and Raw Definition they are 
now a force to be reckoned with.

In February 2018 Retaliation released their highly anticipated EP called ‘The Awakening’. It consists 
of four tracks that mark their new standard in high - end production qualities. 2018 will definitely be 
the year of Retaliation. 

The new Awakening is here!

Name:  Robin Fischer & Sander Schneider  
Country:  Germany

Age:  222 (Robin) & 25 (Sander)
Style:  (Raw)  Hardstyle

Influences: Dj Thera, Ran-D, Atmozfears and B-Front

ARTIST EPK - RETALIATION



Retaliation - Our Soul

Retaliation - The Awakening

Retaliation - Death

Retaliation - Take Control Feat. MC I See

Retaliation ft. Lhoraine S - Comeback

Newest Releases:
MUSIC
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Fan Favorites:
Retaliation feat. Lhoraine S - Fire

Dj Thera - Boom Bashing (Retaliation Remix)

Retaliation - Underworld (Official Ground Zero 2017 Anthem)

Retaliation - God

Retaliation - Powerless



LOUDNESS: 
Performing on the Klokgebouw - Eindhoven edition mainstage of the most famous Raw Hardstyle 
event Loudness.

THERACORDS:
Joining the big Hardstyle label Theracords in 2016 and having their debut booking at a SOLD OUT 
edition of Raw Definition in the Hedon, Zwolle.

CREATING A NEW IMAGE AND SOUND:
2018 Retaliation decided to focus on developing their sound further, infusing it elements of Hadstyle 
combined with Dubstep and Trap. To go along with their newly developed sound they also worked 
with a street designer to help create new merchandise, new image and more. 

MEGABASE FESTIVAL:
Retaliation was a part of the new, but already successful Theracords: The Opposition LIVE team at 
Megabase Festival in 2017.

TRUE SURVIVORZ:
In the beginning of 2017 they did their part for a very good cause by playing at True Survivorz, an 
event that raises money for the battle against cancer. 

INTENTS FESTIVAL:
Playing Intents festival this year gave Retaliation the opportunity to try something ‘different’, they 
used a lot of gated material that people seemed to love, and gave them the drive to push and de-
velop thier own style and sound further. 

REBIRTH FESTIVAL:
Not only getting to play Rebirth Festival, but also being able to debut their track Fire, live with Lho-
raine S for the very first time. 

ACHIEVEMENTS
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Facebook.com/djretaliation

Instagram.com/djretaliation

Twitter.com/djretaliation

Soundcloud.com/djretaliation

bit.ly/RetaliationYoutube

bit.ly/RetaliationSpotify

LINKS

SOCIAL:

MANAGEMENT: BOOKING:
bram@theracords.com bookings@limitless-agency.com

AGENCY: limitless-agency.com LABEL: theracords.com

www.retaliation.com


